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Growing Corn in Arizona

GROWING CORN IN

Arizona
By: Brittani Mann

W

hen one thinks about Arizona the
thought of dry desert landscapes and
parched people come to mind. But surprisingly enough Arizona has a booming agricultural industry, raking in $6.3 billion. The biggest
product of Arizona agriculture is beef, followed
closely by various kinds of lettuce. Interestingly
enough Arizona is ranked second in all of the
United States in lemon, broccoli, cauliflower and
three different kinds of lettuce production.

Additionally, the economy of Arizona, dating
back to the 1950s has revolved around The Five
C’s. The driving forces behind the economy relied on the copper, cattle, cotton, citrus and climate. To this day most of The Five C’s are part
of Arizona’s revue. Cattle are clearly still important. Cotton is just as prolific now as it was in the
past. Citrus is seen in nearly every backyard and
of course the climate is hard to beat most of the
year.
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mize crop yields. To this day those same systems
are implemented.

A Little History
To Start Us Off

Within the Arizona area there are several varieties of corn that can be grown, from Black Aztec
Corn to Sweet Corn to Hopi Blue Corn and more.
Corn can be grown in your own backyard garden or more commonly you can drive by fields
and fields of commercially grown corn. During
the harvest time some local farmers will open
their fields for ‘UPick’ opportunities. You can frolic
through their fields and pick the fruits and veggies you want, including corn. Some examples
of farms where you can pick corn in Arizona are
the Schneph Farms and Tolmachoff Farms, both
of which offer activities for families.

One ‘C’ not touched on but still wildly important
in The Grand Canyon State is corn. First thought
to have been grown in the region in 100 BC by
the Pueblos, corn was a staple of their diet. During the time leading up to the Spanish arrival,
the Native Americans used some of the most advanced systems and practices in agriculture. This
included irrigation and crop rotation to maxi-
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How is Arizona
So Productive at
Growing Corn?
The answer lies in the way farmers in Arizona irrigate their crops. Arizona is home to an ancient
canal system that was started by the Hohokam
over 1,300 years ago and functions based on the
laws of gravity. The water flows downhill and
brings the parched desert and its crops much
needed water from the Salt River. But for whatever reason the Hohokam left and their 135 miles
of canals were reclaimed by the desert. What really kickstarted the revival of the canal system was
the Salt River Project, known as SRP, that is part
private water corporation and part public power company subdivision of the state of Arizona.
Though technically owned by the Federal
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government the canals are computer operated
and run by SRP. Ironically the Salt River has long
since been dried up with the creation of dams
and lakes. The water that fills the canals comes
from groundwater basins, the lakes created by
the dams and Arizona’s small share of the Colorado River. It is with these canals that the corn
farmers irrigate their corn. With occasional flooding and constant water flow and irrigation from
the time of planting to the time of harvesting, Arizona has one of the highest yields of corn in the
entire country.
Another reason Arizona is so productive is due
to the climate and lower elevation. That allows
for two planting seasons for corn and thus doubles the product that is able to be produced. The
plantings are done in spring and then again in
late summer. At this very moment there is a lovely
crop of corn growing just down the street that
should be ready to be harvested within a few
weeks, just in time for the Fall Fun of corn mazes
and Halloween.
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Quick and Easy Way
to Cook and Clean
Corn
Living in Arizona during the summer and
early fall you learn tricks for producing as little amount of heat to cook dinner as possible.
When it comes to corn we tend to avoid the
blistering heat of the outdoors and thus grilling
is out. Boiling can take a while and lofts bouts of
steam and heat into your house. That is where
the simple and easy solution was created.

for each one you put inside.
Corn has been and continues to be a staple of
the human diet. Arizona, an unlikely place to
grow anything can produce soaring levels of the
satisfying kernelled cobs. But it is only through
the innovation of humankind with the creation
of canals and irrigation, technology first used by
the Native People of these lands that such production is possible. That coupled with the ever
increasing crop engineering and modification
the future of farming can and will undoubtedly
continue to change, but hopefully the trend of
buying local will keep all that great Arizona corn
local.

The microwave. Not a typical appliance to cook,
let alone clean, your corn. But alas it is the salvation from the heat as well as the tediousness of
shucking the corn. All you have to do is put your
cob of corn into the microwave, as it was straight
from the store or UPick farm. Set the microwave
to cook on high for 4 minutes and remove carefully. Cut off the end of the corn where the nub
is and squeeze the corn out. The husk along with
all of those annoying little hairs should come off
with it. And you are left with perfectly cooked and
cleaned corn on the cob. You can put in more than
one ear of corn in at a time; just add four minutes
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